Rome March 7, 76.

I should have left on this; but it is difficult to get away from Rome. I forgot to mention that our friend Cline, Staubacher, acted him within an hour, as a prince. The day before he left for Florence, he brought me a Florentia Mosaiè representing St. Peter. My little Udaltoc came with them with a magnificent secret. Moses, it over it above, to each one in money, Ross Fuqq, for anything. He would do for anything. All this, to show their friendship and appreciation of our proving their admiration to the Pope. We did not look for our friend. My little Udaltoc is very much improved. A prince has been here to show me to feel him a bride in America. I told him I was engaged.
since over 30 years, I have been able to make
happy any one I would bring, for this purpose. He is in
earnest of a very highly spoken of,
prized by his the school mate of Jean Carlow, a writer of note. as you see I have become a personage
here, a man of importance. But
I will not spend undue time in
braying about terrestrial marriages,
even if I could make a princess
of one of my little protégés.
Why? Because I can make
her, possibly, a queen. I am
not satisfied with any inferior
title; my agency is to choose for
queens to espouse them to the
King of Kings, before whom princes
are but dust. I will not lower
myself to any thing of minor interest
when my hands are full of things
to much more worthy of my all attention one day that true of his side will inevitably meet the fate of common, mortal; their title not worth in them for a little honor enjoyed here below, an eternal misery in my follow them. Nor to write the unfortunate Vrgins on whose brow I placed a white crown: They greatly were expanded on that day the Sponsors of the Son of God, for ever; they shall wear the crown of glory. May they succeed there as it well. Other their deemed Sponsors for ever in Heven! They will one day done thing thereby for me.

Yours sincerely,

Edina